In this paper we study the extremal properties of several scheduling policies in an in-forest network consisting of multi-server queues. Each customer has a due date and we assume that service times at the di erent queues form mutually independent sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables independent of the arrival times and due dates. Furthermore, the network is assumed to consist of a mixture of nodes, some of which only permit non-preemptive service policies whereas the others permit preemptive resume policies. In the case of non-preemptive queues, service times may be generally distributed if there is only one server; otherwise the service times are required to be increasing in likelihood ratio (ILR). In the case of preemptive queues, service times are restricted to exponential distributions. Using stochastic majorizations and partial orders on permutations, we establish that, within the class of work conserving service policies, the stochastically smallest due date (SSDD) and the stochastically largest due date (SLDD) policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of the customer latenesses of the rst n customers in the sense of the Schur-convex order and some weaker orders, provided the due dates are comparable in some stochastic sense. It then follows that the rst come rst serve (FCFS) and last come rst serve (LCFS) policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of the response times of the rst n customers in the sense of the Schur-convex order. We also show that the FCFS and LCFS policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of customer end-to-end delays in the sense of the strong stochastic order. Extensions to the class of non-idling policies and to the stationary regime are also given.
Introduction
Consider a network of =GI=s queues having an in-forest topology. The arrival times of the customers are arbitrary, whereas the service times at each queue are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.'s). The sequences of service times are mutually independent and are independent of the arrival times and due dates. At each queue, a customer can be served by any of the servers. These servers are identical and have the same service rate, say 1. Finally, there are due dates associated with the customers. We study the e ect of di erent service policies on customer response time, end-to-end delay (de ned as the sum of its sojourn time and its resequencing delay, see Section 2 for a precise de nition) and lateness (de ned as the di erence between the customer completion time and its due date).
Many papers have studied the e ects that service policies have on the performance of a single G=GI=s queue. It has been shown by various authors that the rst come rst serve (FCFS) policy minimizes the stationary waiting times in the sense of convex ordering when the scheduling policies are non-preemptive and use only the information on the distribution of service times, see Kingman 14] , Vasicek 27 ], Foss 10, 11] , Wol 29, 30] and Daley 8] . When service times have an Erlang distribution, preemptions are allowed and there is a single server s = 1, Shantikumar and Sumita 23] showed that the FCFS policy minimizes the stationary waiting times in the sense of increasing convex ordering. This last result was generalized by Hirayama and Kijima 12] and Chang and Yao 6] to the case when the service time distribution is of Increasing Failure Rate (IFR) type.
Several papers have studied the e ect that di erent scheduling policies have on the customer lateness. The optimality of the shortest due date (SDD) policy was rst established in 25] for queues in tandem in the sense of convex ordering. This result was then generalized to a class of parallel processing systems 2]. Finally, the optimality of stochastic versions of SDD has been established for the G=GI=1 queue 6] and G=GI=s queue 17] , and also for the G=M=s queue when customers have hard deadlines (Note that under hard deadline, a customer leaves the system either when it nishes service or when its due date occurs) 26].
Another important property of queueing systems is overtaking and resequencing (cf. Kleinrock et al. 15 ], Whitt 28] , Baccelli et al. 1, 3] ). Whitt 28] analyzed the number of customers overtaken by an arbitrary customer for GI=M=s and M=GI=s models with FCFS service policy. Iliadis and Lien 13] studied the resequencing delay for two heterogeneous servers under thresholdtype scheduling.
In this paper, we compare di erent scheduling policies in in-forest queueing networks consisting of =GI=s queues with delay dependent customer behavior. A queue can have i) either a single server with general service time distribution and nonpreemptive service, ii) or multiple servers with increasing in likelihood ratio (ILR) service time distribution and nonpreemptive service, iii) or multiple servers with exponential service time distribution and preemptive service. When the due dates are comparable in some stochastic sense, we show that, the stochastically smallest due date (SSDD) and the stochastically largest due date (SLDD) policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of the customer latenesses of the rst n customers in the sense of the Schurconvex order and some weaker orders. From this we conclude that the rst come rst serve (FCFS) and last come rst serve (LCFS) policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of the response times of the rst n customers in the sense of the Schur-convex order. We also show that the FCFS and LCFS policies minimize and maximize, respectively, the vector of customer end-toend delays in the sense of the strong stochastic order. Here the FCFS, LCFS, SDD, LDD, SSDD, SLDD policies are nonpreemptive if preemptions are prohibited. Otherwise, they are preemptive resume policies.
Our primary emphasis is on the class of non-idling policies. However, we describe extensions to the larger class of idling policies, where the FCFS policy is shown to be optimal for various performance measures in the case that all queues permit preemptive resume policies and all service times are exponentially distributed. All of these extremal properties are rst analyzed in the transient regime, and then extended to the stationary regime.
Our results are obtained through sample path analysis. We use notions of majorization and stochastic orders. We also develop some properties associated with permutation orderings which were rst introduced in Baccelli, Liu and Towsley 2]. These permutation orderings and their properties turn out to be crucial in establishing the main results of the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we de ne in a more precise way the model as well as the notation and assumptions. Section 3 presents some preliminaries on stochastic comparisons. The main results are formally stated in Section 4 and the proofs are contained in Section 5. A discussion of the stationary regime and other generalizations. as well as counterexamples are provided in Section 6.
Notation and Assumptions

Model Description
Consider an acyclic network K with K 1 nodes. Node i, 1 i K, consists of a waiting queue of in nite capacity and one or more identical servers. The network (or more precisely, its underlying graph) has an in-forest structure, viz., a node has at most one successor. The nodes having no predecessors are referred to as the leaves of the in-forest, and those having no successors as the roots. A customer served at a non-root node will later be served at the successor of the node. Without loss of generality, we assume that the nodes are labeled in such a way that node i is a predecessor of node j implies that i < j. Figure 1 illustrates an example of an in-forest.
The service times of the queues in the system form mutually independent r.v.'s. For each queue, the service times are i.i.d. r.v.'s. We distinguish between three types of nodes. preemptive service, a type 2 node which contains multiple servers with increasing likelihood ratio (ILR) service time distribution and nonpreemptive service, a type 3 node which contains multiple servers with exponential service time distribution and preemptive (resume) service.
The n-th (n 1) customer, also referred to as customer n, arrives in the system at time a n , a 1 < a 2 < < a n < . We associate with customer n, n 1, a due date, denoted by d n . Let u n = d n ? a n be the relative due date of customer n. Both d n and u n are (not necessarily positive) real numbers.
When a customer arrives in the system, it enters one of the leaf queues. When a customer enters a queue, it waits for service in the queue. The service time is a random variable whose distribution depends only on the identity of the queue. After having been served by one of the servers associated with that queue, it is routed to the successor queue.
There is a resequencing bu er with in nite capacity in the system. When a customer leaves a root node, it enters the resequencing bu er. A customer, say n, can leave the resequencing bu er (and, thus the system), if and only if all of the customers 1; 2; ; n?1 have already left this bu er. The resequencing bu er is also assumed to be of in nite size.
In order to analyze the transient behavior of various scheduling policies, we arbitrarily x N 1 as the number of total arrivals. Let N = f1; 2; ; Ng be the set of customers that arrive to the system. Denote by N i N the set of customers routing through node i, i 2 K.
The sequences of arrival times A = fa n g 1 n=1 and of due dates D = fd n g 1 n=1 are independent of the service times, but are otherwise arbitrary. In particular, they can be deterministic sequences.
Scheduling Policies
A scheduling policy determines the time at which a particular customer is to be served in a queue. If the node is either of type 1 or 2, then the policy is restricted to be non-preemptive, i.e., no customer is ever interrupted and removed from a server while it is in the middle of service. If the node is of type 3, then the policy may be preemptive resume where the service of a customer is resumed at the point at which it was preempted. The policy is called non-idling or work conserving if no server is allowed to remain idle whenever there is a customer waiting in the queue. Throughout this paper we assume that the scheduling policies cannot use any information on service time other than that regarding the distribution of the service times. This assumption implies that the shortest remaining processing time policy is not under consideration. We also assume that the scheduling policies are not anticipative in the sense that a decision can never use information on future arrivals.
Denote by the class of (possibly idling) policies that ful ll the above assumptions and and ni the class of non-idling policies. Whether or not these policies permit preemptions depends on the type of node. Among the well-known extremal policies, there are FCFS and LCFS policies, which serve the customers according to their arrival dates A = fa n g 1 n=1 . Note that the FCFS and LCFS policies thus de ned are \global" in the sense that the times when the customers arrive in the system are used instead of the times when the customers arrive at that queue. By convention, we will assume that the FCFS and LCFS policies are non-idling. When the due dates are comparable in some stochastic ordering sense lr , hr or st (see the de nitions below), which is the case when they are known or when they are unknown but the relative due dates are i.i.d. random variables (with ILR distribution if lr is under consideration), we de ne the SSDD policies and the SLDD policies to be such that as soon as there is an available server, the customer waiting in the queue with the stochastically smallest and largest due dates, respectively, is assigned to the server. Again, by de nition, SSDD and SLDD policies are non-idling.
Observe that when the relative due dates are i.i.d. random variables and are independent of the arrival and service times, and also are unknown a priori, then the SSDD and SLDD policies coincide with the FCFS and LCFS policies, respectively. When the due dates are known, the SSDD and SLDD policies coincide with the SDD and LDD policies, respectively.
Performance Measures
Let 2 be an arbitrary scheduling policy. Denote by c n ( ) the random variable (in IR + ) of the completion time of customer n at one of the root nodes. Denote by R n ( ) and L n ( ) the response time and the lateness of customer n under 2 , respectively, de ned by R n ( ) = c n ( ) ? a n , L n ( ) = c n ( ) ? d n . Denote by D n ( ) the end-to-end delay of customer n under 2 , i.e.,
Preliminaries on Stochastic Orderings
In this section, we rst review some concepts of stochastic orderings. The interested reader is referred to 24, 22, 19, 6] for various properties and applications of these notions. The last subsection develops some properties associated with permutation orderings which will be crucial in establishing the main results of the paper.
Throughout this paper, the inequality between two vectors is understood to be componentwise. Increasingness and decreasingness are used in the non-strict sense. Stochastic (partial) orders stand for stochastic (partial) preorders.
Stochastic Orderings of Random Variables
De nition 3.1 Let X; Y 2 IR be two random variables. The random variable X is smaller than A number of our results will require that service times have distributions with increasing likelihood ratio (ILR).
De nition 3.3 The random variable X 2 IR + is said to be increasing in likelihood ratio (ILR) if for all 0 s t, X s lr X t , where X t is the remaining lifetime of X from t on, given that it exceeds t.
A random variable is increasing in likelihood ratio (ILR) i its density function is log-concave (or, Polya frequency of order 2). Examples of random variables that are ILR include those with the following densities, i) Gamma: f(x) = e ? x ( x) ?1 =?( ), > 1 and ii) Weibull: f(x) = ( x) ?1 e ?( x) , 1.
Stochastic Majorizations
De ne now the notion of majorization. Let x;y 2 IR n be two real vectors. De nition 3.4 Vector x is said to be majorized by vector y (written x y) if
y i] ; k = 1; ; n ? 1; and
where the notation x i] is taken to be the i-th largest element of x. De nition 3.6 Let X and Y be two random vectors in IR n . We de ne the following stochastic orderings between these r.v.'s for i = 1; 2; 3; 5; 5-icx :
provided the expectations exist.
The orderings E " i and E # i can be de ned in a similar way, i = 1; 2; 3; 5; 5-icx.
In the literature, the orderings E 1 , E 2 and E 3 are also referred to as the Schur-convex ordering, convex symmetric ordering and separable convex ordering, respectively. It is known that E 1 ) E 2 ) E 3 and E 1 ) E 5?icx ) E 5 ) E 3 .
Partial Orderings on Permutations
In this subsection, we extend the notion of partial ordering on permutations which was rst introduced in Baccelli, Liu and Towsley 2]. Unless otherwisely stated, the results presented in this subsection are proved in 18].
Let n 1 be an arbitrary integer, and ? the set of permutations on f1; 2; ; ng. For any two real vectors x;y 2 IR n , denote by y = (y (1) ; ; y (n) ) where 2 ?, and y?x = (y 1 ?x 1 ; ; y n ? x n ). Let X;Y 2 IR n be two random vectors, and a 2 f lr ; hr ; st g be some ordering on the real or random vectors. Assume that the components of X are comparable in the sense of a , i.e., for any i 6 = j, either X i a X j or X i a X j .
De ne the binary relation B a X on the symmetric group ? as:
De nition 3.7 0 B a X if 0 = or if there exist a pair of integers j; k, such that X j a X k ; (j) > (k); 0 (j) = (k); 0 (k) = (j); 0 (i) = (i); i 6 = j; i 6 = k; (3.1) that is, 0 is the same as except that (j) and (k) are interchanged when X j a X k .
De ne now a partial order a X on ? as the transitive closure of B a X :
2. 0 a X if there exists 00 such that 0 a X 00 and 00 a X .
Note that a X and a X 0 de ne the same partial order provided 8i; j : X i a X j i X 0 i a X 0 j :
Note also that when X is a constant equal to x, the partial order a X coincides with the deterministic partial order x that was rst introduced in 2]. In such a case, the following result holds. 4 Main Results
In this section, we present the extremal properties of some scheduling policies in the multi-server in-forest network K. The proofs of these results are provided in the next section. We focus on two classes of policies, the class of non-idling policies and the class of idling policies. We provide various extremal properties of the policies FCFS, LCFS, SSDD and SLDD that are applied to all of the nodes in the network.
Results for Non-Idling Policies
Consider rst the latenesses of the customers. We will assume that the due dates are comparable in the sense of a 2 f lr ; hr ; st g. Note that if the due dates are known (so that they are deterministic and are comparable in ), they are comparable in lr . Therefore, all the results which hold under the assumption that the due dates are comparable in lr remain valid in the known due date case. Remark: If the due dates are unknown a priori, and if the relative due dates are stochastically increasing random variables in the sense of st , (i.e., u n st u n+1 , for all n 1), independent of the arrival times (e.g., the relative due dates are i.i.d.), then the SSDD and SLDD policies coincide with the FCFS and LCFS policies. Consequently, relation (4.1) still holds for this model when SSDD and SLDD are replaced by FCFS and LCFS, respectively. Theorem 4.2 If for any xed sequence of arrival times A = fa n g N n=1 , the due dates are mutually independent and are stochastically comparable in the sense of a 2 f lr ; hr ; st g, then the SSDD (resp. SLDD) policy applied to all the nodes minimizes (resp. maximizes) the vector of latenesses within the class ni in the sense of b ,
where (a; b) 2 f(lr; E 1 ); (hr; E 5?icx ); (st; E 5 )g.
Setting 
Results for Idling Policies
If we consider the class of idling policies, then we have the following results analogous to those corresponding to the class of non-idling policies. However, they are limited to in-forests that consist exclusively of type 3 nodes whose service times are exponential r.v.'s.
Theorem 4.4 Assume that K is an in-forest consisting exclusively of type 3 nodes. If for any xed sequence of arrival times A = fa n g N n=1 , the due dates are stochastically comparable in the sense of st , then the SSDD and SLDD policies are extremal with respect to the latenesses:
Theorem 4.5 Assume that K is an in-forest consisting solely of type 3 nodes. If for any xed sequence of arrival times A = fa n g N n=1 , the due dates are mutually independent and are stochastically comparable in the sense of a 2 f lr ; hr ; st g, then the SSDD and the SLDD policies are extremal with respect to the latenesses: 
Proofs of the Main Results
We begin this section by considering the scheduling problem in a single node. We derive properties that allow us to propagate permutation orderings from an input mapping to an output mapping for each of the three types of nodes de ned earlier. These properties are then used in the second subsection to prove the main results.
Scheduling in a Single Node
Consider a single-queue multi-server model which is either type 1 or type 2 or type 3. The customers of this queue form a subset N 0 of the set of customers in the network N 0 , i.e., N 0 N. Customer i 2 N 0 arrives at the queue at (random) timeã i . The sequence of arrival times fã i g i2N 0 is disordered, i.e., it is not necessarily increasing in i. For any xed fã i g i2N 0 , there is a permutation on N 0 such that the sequence fã (i) g i2N 0 is increasing in i. The permutation is referred to as the input mapping of the queue.
Let be an arbitrary scheduling policy applied to that queue. Denote by i the service time Proof. We consider a type 2 node rst. We will focus on relation (5.1). The proof of (5.2) can be shown in an analogous way. The proof is based on a sample path interchange argument. From an arbitrary policy de ned on , we will construct a ( nite) series of policies such that the nal policy is SSDD de ned on 0 and that each new policy improves the previous one in the sense of output mapping. Each policy de nes a system with customer arrival times, service times, scheduling times and completion times. We will construct these systems on a common probability space in such a way that the arrival times in all these systems are coupled. The service times of a system will be de ned as a function of the scheduling decisions and service times in the previous system.
More precisely, given the arrival times and the input mapping , we x the service times and compute the completion times of the customers under policy . We will describe a procedure of assigning service times to the customers under SSDD so that i) they are the same in law as under , ii) they generate the same completion times for this sample path, and iii) Proof of Claim 1. We use an interchange argument to prove (5.3) where we modify one scheduling decision at a time until SSDD is produced. Consider the rst scheduling point at which deviates from SSDD. Let this be scheduling decision m. Suppose that schedules customer j whereas there is another customer k in the queue such that (m) = j and (n) = k, m < n and d j a d k . We will construct a new policy which di ers from only in that the scheduling decisions of j and k are switched:
(m) = k;
(n) = j;
(l) = (l); 8l 6 = m; n:
Assign the same service times of customers i, i 6 = j; k, under as under : i = i . Let us focus on the service times that customers j and k will be assigned under . We will use the property that the service time distribution is ILR to construct the service times j and k in such a way that the completion times of j and k are either switched or not. Thus, the sequences of scheduling times and completion times under , ft (i) g i2N and fs (i) g i2N , are identical to those of , ft (i) g i2N and fs (i) g i2N . Moreover, the completion times of j and k will never be switched if this will create a situation where k departs after j under and j departs after k under . In order to do so, the two customers may not receive the same amount of service times under as under .
Assume that under , customers j and k are scheduled at times s j and s k and that they complete at times t j and t k . Let = s k ? s j > 0. Figure 2 illustrates several possibilities.
Assume that the service times are continuous random variables (the discrete case can be analyzed analogously). Denote by f (x) the density function of service time at point x. We de ne the service times for j and k under as follows, ( k ; j ) = 1(t j s k )( j ; k ) + 1(s k < t j t k ) h U( j ; k ; )( j ; k ) + (1 ? U( j ; k ; ))( + k ; j ? 
This is de ned only for the case that a > 0. Furthermore the ILR assumption guarantees that 0 p(a; b; ) 1.
It is easy to see that this construction either switches the completion times of j and k or not. Therefore, the sequences of the scheduling times and of the completion times of are unchanged. Moreover, customer k departs after j under only if k departs after j under . Hence, if the order of the completions of the j and k under is the same as under , then = . Otherwise, (j) = (k) and (k) = (j). In any case, we have
We now need to show that the random variables in f i g i2N are i.i.d. This is done by evaluating the joint density function for the service times ( k ; j ). Clearly, in the case that x (cf. case (1) in Figure 2 ), f k ; j (x; y) = f (x)f (y). In the case that < x y + , we could have k = x and j = y if either j = y + and k = x ? (cf. case (3) in Figure 2 ) or if j = x and k = y and U(a; b; ) = 1 (cf. rst subcase of (2) in Figure 2) , with a = x, b = y. Thus,
Finally, in the case of y + < x, to obtain k = x and j = y, it must be that j = x ? and k = y + and U(a; b; ) = 0 (cf. second subcase of (2) The proof of the claim is concluded by combining relations (5.7) and (5.8).
The assertion of the lemma for a type 2 node is a consequence of the Claims 1 and 2. The proof for type 3 node is analogous. The detailed proof can be found in 18] and is omitted here. In the case of a type 1 node, the proof is simpler since the assignment of service times to customers j and k under the constructed policy is simply an interchange of their service times under . Hence, the service times can be arbitrarily distributed r.v.'s and the proof proceeds in a similar way.
Proofs of the Main Results of the Non-Idling Case
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we use a sample path interchange argument to prove the theorem. From an arbitrary policy , we construct a ( nite) series of policies such that the nal policy is SSDD and each new policy improves the previous one in the sense of the permutation orderings on the output mappings on each node. We will consider these policies on a common probability space in such a way that the external arrival times in all these systems are coupled. The service times of a system will be de ned as a function of the scheduling decisions and service times in the previous system.
For the given policy , let a j n ( ) and c i n ( ) be the arrival and completion times of customer n 2 N i at node i. Let i and i be the input and output mappings of node i, 1 i K.
Fix the customer arrival times a 1 ; a 2 ; ; a N , and the service times at all the nodes. Determine for each node i, 1 i K, the customer arrival times fa i n ( )g n2N i , the input mapping i , the customer completion times fc i n ( )g n2N i , and the output mapping i .
We will show by induction on i that there is a service time assignment such that for all 1 i K, Recall that the nodes in the network are labeled in such a way that if node i is a predecessor of node j, then i < j. Consider node i = 1, which is necessarily a leaf node. It is clear that i SSDD = i ; fa i i SSDD (n) (SSDD)g n2N i = fa i i (n) ( )g n2N i ;
so that (5.9) holds for i = 1. Appealing to Lemma 5.1 implies that (5.10) also holds for i = 1. Assume that for some j, 2 j K, relations (5.9) and (5.10) hold for all i < j. Since the sequence of arrival times of node j is the superposition of the sequences of the completion times of the predecessor nodes of j, we obtain from the inductive assumption and Lemma 3.4 that j SSDD st d N j j ; fa j j SSDD (n) (SSDD)g n2N j = fa j j (n) ( )g n2N j ;
so that (5.9) holds for i = j. Applying Lemma 5.1 yields that (5.10) also holds for i = j, which completes the proof of relations (5.9) and (5.10 Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let q n ( ) denote the departure time of customer n under 2 ni , i.e., q n ( ) = max(c n ( ); q n?1 ( )) = max 
Proof of Idling Policy Results
In this subsection we focus on in-forests that consist solely of type 3 nodes so that the service times are exponential r.v.'s. In order to establish the results for idling policies, we present Lemma 5. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we studied the scheduling problems in in-forests with identical multiple servers at each node. We focused on the following performance measures: customer response time, lateness, and end-to-end delay. Various extremal properties were established for several simple policies using stochastic ordering techniques.
Another performance measure of interest is customer tardiness which is de ned as T n = max(0; L n ) for customer n. Observe that for x 2 IR, the function f(x) = max(0; x) is increasing and convex, and that the composition of an increasing and (Schur) convex function with such a function f is still increasing and (Schur) convex. Moreover, it is readily checked that for all h 2 C " 5 , the composition h f is still in C " 5 , where f(x) = max(0; x). Therefore, the stochastic orderings E i and E " Although the paper has focused on transient results, it should be clear that similar extremal properties hold in the stationary regime. In particular, the stochastic orderings E 3 , E " A slightly stronger ordering was established in Chang and Yao 6] . However, such an ordering does not appear to generalize easily to other queueing models with IFR service times.
First, relation (6.1) does not hold for arbitrary multi-server queue with IFR service times, namely the G=IFR=s (s 2) model when service preemption is permitted, as illustrated by the following counterexample. Consider a G=D=3 queue with 10 arriving customers. The service times are all 5 and the arrival times are 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 14; 14:001; 14:002. Under FCFS, the average response time is 6.0998. The following preemptive schedule gives an average response time of 6.0. Server 1 serves customer 1 at t = 0, customer 2 at t = 5, customer 5 at t = 7, and customer 8 at t = 14. Server 2 serves customer 2 at t = 1, customer 4 at t = 4, customer 7 at t = 9, and customer 9 at t = 14:001. Server 3 serves customer 3 at t = 2, customer 6 at t = 7, and customer 10 at t = 14:002. Note that customer 2 was preempted at t = 4.
Relation (6.1) does not hold for tandem queues with single IFR servers either. Righter and Shanthikumar 21] provided a counterexample for two single-server queues in tandem. The rst queue has an IFR service and the second one is deterministic. They constructed a policy such that the completion times at the second queue are stochastically smaller than those under FCFS policy. Therefore, the mean response time is smaller under that policy than under FCFS.
Nevertheless, if ILR service times (which are more restrictive than those of IFR) are assumed, we can prove the following: Theorem 6.1 In any tandem queueing network consisting of =ILR=1 queues, FCFS policy applied to all the queues is optimal within the class of preemptive policies in the sense that The above theorem follows from the facts that FCFS stochastically minimizes the vector of completion times in each queue 21] and that FCFS minimizes the input and output mappings of each queue in the sense of the permutation ordering. The detailed proof can be obtained by combining our arguments and those in 21].
